We capture
behavioral alerts and
events in real time
HOW WE DO IT

OWAL works with Property
Owners, Property Managers,
Security Companies, and
Surveillance Integrators to
revolutionize how properties are
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WHAT WE DO
Instantly add value to
your business

will see instant value
offer this service.

OWAL extends the capabilities of
existing systems with the best AI
Technology. Reactive systems now
become proactive. Your properties
are not just better protected but
better informed of the things tha
matter to each resident . Your
customers will see instant value
when you offer this service.
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Managing the surveillance
systems from multiple vendors
and buildings can get very
complicated. OWAL eliminates
the hassle, by providing a
software platform that works with
virtually any IP Based Surveillance
Systems.
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Affordable latest
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To learn more about OWAL’s
services or partnerships please
contact us at:

OWAL instantly Modernizes IP
Based Security Systems and at the
same time created a solution
that's specifically for the budget
conscience building owner. Unlike
similar solutions, OWAL’s pricing
is based on per camera, per
feature, per month.

info@owal.io
646 535 9235

Create a new revenue
Stream
OWAL’s VAR (Value Added
Reseller) Program pays a monthly
commision for re-selling our
service. Our service is a great
way to re-engage with past
customers or capture new
customers that were thought to
be unattainable.

